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In this paper we present a theoretical study of the autoionization dynamics of high
2P1/2np8@3/2#1 Rydbergs~with the principal quantum numbersn5100–280! of Ar in weak
homogeneous electric fields~F50.01–1.0 V/cm!, which were experimentally interrogated by
time-resolved zero-electron kinetic energy~ZEKE! spectroscopy@M. Mühlpfordt and U. Even, J.
Chem. Phys.103, 4427~1995!#, and which exhibit a marked dilution~i.e.,;2 orders of magnitude
lengthening! of the lifetimes relative to those inferred on the basis of then3 scaling law for the
spectral linewidths of thenp8 (n512–24) Rydbergs. The multichannel effective Hamiltonian
~Heff! with several doorway state~s! ~for excitation and decay! and pure escape states~for decay! was
advanced and utilized to treat the dynamics of the mixed Stark manifold of the ZEKE Rydbergs.Heff
of dimension 2n21 is then constructed for an Rydberg manifold using independent experimental
information on the~l dependent! quantum defectsd( l ) and the~l , K, J dependent! decay widths,
which are of the formG0( lKJ)/„n2d( l !…3, with G0( lKJ) being the decay widths constants. Here,
l , K, andJ are the azimuthal, the electronic and the total electronic angular momentum quantum
numbers, respectively. Two coupling ranges are distinguished according to the strength of the
reduced electric fieldF̄(n,p8)5(F/V cm21!n5/ 3.43109[d(p8)~mod1!#. Range~A!; The onset of
the effective coupling of the doorway and escape states, i.e., 0.7<F̄(n,p8)<2. Range~B!; The
strong mixing domainF̄(n,p8)>3. The lifetimes in range~B! can be well represented by a nearly
democratic mixing of all the doorway and escape states (lKJ), with the average value

^t~n!&.^tSM~n!&52n4\ YF (
~ lJK !

G0~ lJK !G .
In range~B! ^t(n)& increases with increasingn and is only weaklyF dependent. Range~A! is
characterized by a hierarchy of two time scales for the decay, with a short decay component, which
manifests the residue of the doorway state, and a distribution of very long lifetimes with an average
value ^tLONG(n)&.h(n)^tSM(n)&, whereh(n).2–5. In range~A!, ^tLONG(n)& decreases with
increasingn and decreases with increasingF, manifesting the enhancement of mixing. We identified
range~B! for n5150–280,where a semiquantitative agreement between the experimental ZEKE
lifetimes and spectra and our theory was obtained. A tentative identification of range~A! for lower
n ~5100–150! values was accomplished. We have also performed a theoretical study of the Ar
autoionization dynamics via the2P1/2nd8@3/2#1 doorway state, which was experimentally studied
by Merkt @J. Chem. Phys.100, 2623~1994!#. The onset of range~A! was identified in the region
n570–80, with the estimated lifetimes near the onset being in agreement with experiment. Our
analysis explains the highern onset for thenp8 doorway state mixing~n.100 andF.0.1 V/cm!
than for thenp8 doorway state mixing~n8570–80 forF.0.1 V/cm!. Experimental values of
^tLONG(n)& ~around n.90! in range ~A!, excited via the2P1/2nd8@3/2#1 doorway state, are
considerably longer than those predicted by our theory forl mixing. The discrepancy may be due
to (lml) mixing, which presumably originates from Rydberg–ion collisions. ©1995 American
Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

High Rydberg states~characterized by principal quantum
numbersn550–300! of atoms, molecules, and cluster
constitute one-electron excitations with a mean radi
^r &5(3/2)n2a0 ~where a0 is the Bohr radius!, e.g., ^r &
.1.0m for n5112.Such microsystems are of considerab
interest in the context of the determination of fundamen
physical constants,1 the manifestation of long-range Casimi
retardation forces, which are revealed on the distance sc
of r.137 a0 ,

2 the properties of planetary atoms,3 the spec-
tra of bound states4–7 and of autoionizing states8,9 in external
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electric4–9 and magnetic10 fields, and the exhibition of huge
cross sectionss;pa0

2n4 for chemical reactions such as
charge exchange.11 The dynamics of Rydbergs of atoms, di-
atomic molecules and large molecules is fascinating.8–46

Their radiationless transitions involve atomic auto
ionization,12,13 ‘‘reactive’’ intramolecular dynamics, i.e., mo-
lecular predissociation and/or autoionization14–16,40–46and
intramolecular ‘‘nonreactive’’ dynamics in a bound level
structure, e.g., internal conversion.17–21 The partial widths
for all the high Rydberg radiationless channels are expect
to be determined by then3 scaling law,14,40–46which mani-
4431)/4431/16/$6.00 © 1995 American Institute of Physicsto¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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4432 M. Bixon and J. Jortner: Rydberg states of Ar
fests the normalization of the Rydberg orbital.47 The total
decay width of a hydrogenicnl Rydberg ~where l is the
azimuthal quantum number! is expected to be
G(n)5G0( l )/n

3, whereG0( l ) is anl dependent decay width
constant. The total decay width of a molecular or of
atomic (nlJâ) Rydberg state~with an electronic angular mo-
mentumJ and other quantum numbersâ!, characterized by
the quantum defectd( l ) ~which essentially depends onl !, is
expected to be

G lJâ~n!5G0~ lJâ !/n3, ~1.1!

where the effective principal quantum number isn5„n
2d~l !… andG0( lJ) is a~l and/orJ and/orâ dependent! decay
width constant. The dynamics of high (n550–300)
molecular24–30 and atomic31 Rydbergs, which was interro-
gated by time-resolved ZEKE~zero electron kinetic energy!
spectroscopy21–31 ~and are referred to as ZEKE Rydberg!
provided evidence for the breakdown of then3 scaling law,
Eq. ~1.1!, which is manifested by

~a! Long lifetimes of ZEKE Rydbergs of NO. Reise
et al.24 have observed high lying~within ;10 cm21

below the ionization potential!, very long lived~;ms
lifetimes! Rydbergs of NO. Chupka33,34 pointed out
that the lifetimes of these states are considerably lon
than expected on the basis ofn3 scaling for the predis-
sociativep series of NO.

~b! The lifetime lengthening of ZEKE Rydbergs of larg
molecules. The lifetimes of the ZEKE Rydberg
(n;80–250) of largemolecules26–30 are longer by
several~2–4! orders of magnitude than those expect
on the basis of then3 scaling relations. Even, Bersoh
and Levine28 have established that the lifetimes o
ZEKE Rydbergs (n*80) of bis~benzene! chromium
~BBC! and of 1,4 diaza bicyclo@2,2,2# octane
~DABCO! are longer by 2–3 orders of magnitude tha
those expected on the basis of Eq.~1.1!.

~c! The lifetime lengthening of ZEKE Rydbergs for vari
ous decay channels in atoms, diatomics, and large m
ecules. The lengthening effect is manifested for intern
conversion, predissociation and autoionization
large molecules,26–30 for predissociation in diatomic
molecules24,25 and for autoionization in atoms.31,48

These surprising characteristics of the dynamics
ZEKE Rydbergs triggered extensive theoretical activity.28–39

The electric field-induced coupling and mixing model a
vanced and developed by Chupka,33,34Bordaset al.35 Merkt
and Zare36 and Jortner and Bixon37 provided an adequate
physical picture for the lengthening of the lifetimes of th
ZEKE Rydbergs. The energetic and dynamic implications
Stark mixing within high (n550–300)atomic and molecu-
lar ZEKE Rydbergs, which dominate their time-resolve
dynamics,33–37 are related to the Stark spectroscopy of bo
nonreactive and reactive (n510–20) Rydbergs.4–10Experi-
mental and theoretical studies4–7,10 of electric field mixing
within nonreactive atomic Rydbergs provided a detailed p
ture of their Stark maps. In the context of energy-resolv
observables for reactive atomic Rydbergs,8,9 impressive
experimental8,9 and theoretical8,9 progress was made~using
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103, NDownloaded¬12¬Feb¬2009¬to¬132.66.152.26.¬Redistribution¬subject¬
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the Fano line shape formalism13 and the quantum defect
method49! towards the understanding of the Stark absorptio
lineshapes of the autoionizing Rydbergs of Xe~8! and of Ar~9!.
These line shapes8,9 provide information on the autoioniza-
tion dynamics of (n510–20) atomic Rydbergs in an elec-
tric field. However, this significant energy-resolved
information8,9 did not explicitly manifest the novel dynamic
effects of lifetime lengthening,24–39 which was experimen-
tally revealed in the time evolution of the ZEKE Rydbergs.
Furthermore, it will be exceedingly difficult to explore the
dynamics of highn ~5100–300! ZEKE Rydbergs by absorp-
tion lineshape studies, in view of spectral congestion effect
Accordingly, one has to resort to the new and interesting are
of time-resolved interrogation of ZEKE Rydbergs,24–31

whose theoretical exploration for atomic autoionization con
stitutes the theme of this paper.

We pursued37–39 the formal analogy between the cou-
pling, accessibility, and decay of high Rydbergs in an exter
nal weak~F50.01–1.0 V/cm! electric field and intramo-
lecular coupling, excitation, and relaxation in a bound leve
structure.50–57 The effective Hamiltonian formalism was
advanced54–57to treat the dynamics of ultrahigh Rydbergs in
a weak electric field.37,38The theory provides a physical pic-
ture for the lifetime lengthening of highn Rydbergs in terms
of a dilution of low l doorway and escape states within an
inactive highl states manifold. The theoretical treatment uti-
lizes as input data quantum defects and decay widths, whic
are extracted from experiment. From the point of view of
general methodology, this approach, which rests on exper
mental spectroscopic information, is similar to the quantum
defect method.58 A central result emerging from the analysis
is a unified description of the level structure and dynamics o
molecular Rydberg predissociation and/or internal conver
sion and/or~vibrational or rotational! autoionization and of
atomic Rydberg autoionization. The universality principle for
the level structure and dynamics of high molecular and
atomic ZEKE Rydbergs@see point~C! above# is borne out by
the experimental observation of the lifetime lengthening o
the one-photon excited autoionizing high Rydberg states o
Ar first studied by Merkt.31 These involve the transitions
from the ground state1S03p

6 to the2P1/2ns8@1/2#1 and the
2P1/2nd8@3/ 2]1 autoionizing series (n585–200),which
converge to the upper spin–orbit ion state Ar1(2P1/2). These
states have lifetimes which are more than 50 times longe
than those expected for thens8 andnd8 states.31 These long
lifetimes of the ZEKE Rydbergs are attributed to the electric
field induced mixing of the doorway statesns8 and nd8
within the inactivenl ( l.3) manifold.31,33–38 ~For the j l
coupling notation for the atomic states used herein, see Ap
pendix A.!

In this paper we present a theoretical study of the dy
namics of the2P1/2np8@3/2#1 autoionizing ZEKE Rydbergs
of Ar in weak electric fields, which were experimentally in-
vestigated by Mu¨hlpfordt and Even in the accompanying
paper48 by one-photon excitation from the metastable
2P1/24s@3/2#2 level. Mühlpfordt and Even

48 reported a dra-
matic lifetime lengthening effect of the Ar ZEKEnp8 Ryd-
bergs. A heuristic and admittedly oversimplified single chan
nel analysis of their results will consider thenp8 state as
o. 11, 15 September 1995to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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4433M. Bixon and J. Jortner: Rydberg states of Ar
doorway and escape state with the widths, Eq.~1.1!,
Gp(n)52100/n3 ~cm21!.48 Gp(n) constitute a lower limit
for the decay widths as the incorporation ofnd8 escape
states~Secs. III and IV! will result in considerably larger
widths. The upper limits for the decay lifetimes
t(n)5\/Gp(n) are then estimated48 to bet~120!.4 ns and
t~200!.20 ns. These estimates are lower by about 2 ord
of magnitude than the experimental lifetimes48 ~e.g., by a
numerical factor of;110 for n5120 and of;80 for
n5200!. This lifetime dilution effect for thenp8 ZEKE
Rydberg series of Ar is qualitatively similar to the long deca
lifetimes of ZEKE Rydbergs of the Ar atomns8 and nd8
series31 and of large molecules,26–30 providing further sup-
port for the universality of lifetime lengthening for atomic
and molecular ZEKE Rydbergs.

The experimental data31,48 for the autoionization dynam-
ics of the ZEKE Rydbergs of Ar will be confronted with the
results of the theoretical study based on the multichan
effective Hamiltonian formalism.37,38 The gross features of
the ZEKE spectra of the autoionizingnp8 series of Ar ex-
plored by Mühlpfordt and Even,48 which reveal the lifetime
dilution with an onset of the ZEKE peak~for delay times of
t5200–400 ns! at n.100 with a peak of the ZEKE spec-
trum aroundn.250, arequalitatively similar to those of the
ns8 andnd8 series of Ar previously reported by Merkt.31 The
onset of the ZEKE spectrum~for a delay time oft5200 ns!
was observed by Merkt31 at n.70–75 followed by a
gradual increase towards highern values, a broad peak at
n.120–180, and asharp drop forn.180. Thequantita-
tive differences between the experimental results for thenp8
series48 and those for thens8 andnd8 series31 may originate
from extrinsic experimental conditions~e.g., different densi-
ties of positive ions existing in the two experiments!, as well
as from intrinsic effects, i.e., different doorway states in th
two experiments. Our analysis will reveal that the gross fe
tures of the ZEKE spectra and the lifetime data for thenp8
series of Mu¨hlpfordt and Even48 are accounted for in terms
of our multichannel effective Hamiltonian method forl mix-
ing in a homogeneous electric field.37,38The theory succeeds
in accounting for some aspects of Merkt’s data for thend8
series, i.e., the onset of effective mixing and the near-on
lifetimes.31 However, the experimental lifetimes for highern
~.90! nd8 Rydbergs are considerably longer than those p
dicted by us forl mixing, the discrepancy being presumabl
due to Rydberg–ion collisional induced (lml) mixing.31,36

We proceed to advance and apply the multichannel effect
Hamiltonian formalism37,38 for the dynamics of autoionizing
Rydbergs.

II. THEORY OF RYDBERG LEVEL STRUCTURE AND
DYNAMICS

We shall specify the field-free level structure, the deca
widths and the coupling for a highn Rydberg manifold~s! in
a weak external electric field. These data provide the inp
information for the theory of Rydberg dynamics within th
framework of the multichannel effective Hamiltonian
method.

Consider first the field-free states and their decay widt
~Fig. 1!. The relevant discrete level structure consists of lo
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103, NoDownloaded¬12¬Feb¬2009¬to¬132.66.152.26.¬Redistribution¬subject¬
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l states (l50–3), which penetrate the core, and a hydro
genic manifold of highl nonpenetrating states (l.3). A sub-
set of the low l states constitute the doorway state~s! for
excitation. These doorway state~s! are determined by the op-
tical conditions, e.g., one-photon excitation, two-photon ex
citation or excitation from a metastable intermediate state
All the low l states constitute the escape states for decay. Th
escape states are coupled to autoionization decay chann
and are characterized by decay widths~Fig. 1!. The distinc-
tion between the doorway and the escape states involves
important feature of the dynamic problem. The doorway
state~s! constitute a subset of the escape states. In gener
there areā doorway statesuDa& (a51---ā) and b̄1ā es-
cape states, which consist ofuEb& (b51---b̄) ‘‘pure’’ es-
cape states and the doorway statesuDa& (a51---ā). Fi-
nally, the high l ~.3! hydrogenic states, which will be
denoted by$uL&%, are inactive in excitation and in decay. The
zero-order manifold$uk&% consists of the three submanifolds
$uk&%[$uDa&%, $uEb&% and $uL&% ~Fig. 1!. The energies
E(k) of these states areE(k)5IP2R/(n2d(k))2 with the
quantum defects$d(Da)% for the doorway state~s!, $d(Eb)%
for the other escape states andd(L)50 for the inactive
manifold. The decay widths$Gk(n)% are characterized by the
decay width constants$G0(Da)% for the doorway state~s!,
$G0(Eb)% for the pure escape states andG0(L)50 for the
inactive manifold. For atomic autoionization of heavier rare
gases~Ar,Kr,Xe! the quantum defectsd~k! are determined
mainly by the azimuthal quantum numberl , while the zero-
order decay width constantsG0~k! are determined by the
quantum numbersl , K, andJ.59–63The decay widths given
by the scaling law, Eq.~1.1!, areGk(n)5G0(k)/(n2d(k))3.

In the presence of a weak homogeneous electric fieldF,
the Rydberg level structure and dynamics are determined b
the effective Hamiltonian37,38

Heff5H01HSTARK2~ i /2!G, ~2.1!

FIG. 1. An energy level scheme for the splitting, mixing, excitation and
decay of autoionizing Rydberg states in an external electric field.~a! Several
low l doorway statesuD1& anduD2& and several lowl ‘‘pure’’ escape states
uE1& and uE2& are separated from the highl degenerate manifold$uD&%.
The uD1& anduD2& states carry an oscillator strength from the ground state
~denoted by a vertical arrow!. The uD1&, uD2&, uE1&, and uE2& states are
coupled to the ionization channel and constitute escape states for decay.
the discrete states are sequentially Stark coupled by the~weak! electric field.
~b! Stark coupling of the eigenstates of the field-free effective Hamiltonian
H02( i /2)G. The doorway and the pure escape states have a partial dec
width. The$uL&% states in the highl degenerate manifold have zero decay
widths. All the states are coupled by the electric field.~c! Mixed indepen-
dently decaying levels at a finite field. All these levels carry oscillator
strengths from the ground state and are characterized by finite decay width
. 11, 15 September 1995to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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4434 M. Bixon and J. Jortner: Rydberg states of Ar
whereH0 is the diagonal field-free Hamiltonian for the dis
crete level structure with the energy levelsE(k) which
are obtained from the experimental quantum defec
HSTARK5eFz is the Stark Hamiltonian, with the coupling
between the$uk&% states being determined by the appropria
selection rules.G is the decay matrix for all the$uDa&% and
$uEb&% doorway and pure escape states. In general,G is
off-diagonal. The diagonal matrix elementsGk(n) of G can
be inferred for the distinct atomiclKJ states from the experi-
mental line broadening data for the lown Rydbergs using the
scaling law, Eq.~1.1!. Intelligent guesses for the magnitud
of the off-diagonal matrix elements ofG can be obtained
from the diagonal matrix elements and by invoking appr
priate conservation rules, e.g., total angular momentum (J)
conservation.

The effective Hamiltonian~2.1! can be diagonalized by a
complex orthogonal transformation, resulting in the indepe
dently decaying levels of the system~Fig. 1!

u j &5 (
a51

ā

aa
~ j !uDa&1 (

b51

b̄

ab
~ j !uEb&1(

L
bL

~ j !uL&, ~2.2!

where $aa
( j )%, $ab

( j )%, and $bL
( j )% are ~complex! coefficients.

The ~complex! eigenvalues of the system are

P j5Ej2~ i /2!g j , ~2.3!

whereEj are the energy levels andg j the decay widths of the
u j & eigenstates. The essential input parameters required
the construction of the effective Hamiltonian at a consta
field F are ~i! the quantum defectsd(Da) and d(Eb), ex-
tracted from the Rydberg series energetics, and~ii ! the decay
width constantsG0(Da) and G0(Eb), obtained from the
linewidths of the lower Rydberg levels. Thus our theoretic
analysis of the dynamics of ultrahigh Rydbergs in weak ele
tric fields rests on the utilization of experimental data.

We shall be concerned with the optical excitation and t
decay of the mixed level structure, Eq.~2.2!, of a single high
n or several highn manifold~s! subjected tol mixing. To
make contact with experiment we consider the excited-st
total population probabilityP(t). This corresponds to the
time-dependent population of the entire Rydberg manifo
For a broadband excitation of a sparse mixed level struct
the time dependent population probability is37,38

P~ t !5(
j
U(

a51

ā

aa
~ j !maU2 exp~2g j t/\!, ~2.4!

wherema is the transition amplitude for the excitation of th
doorway stateuDa&. We note in passing that no tempora
coherence effects, i.e., quantum beats in the total decay pr
ability are exhibited.37 The coefficients of each exponentia
temporal decay term inP(t) involves a superposition of the
amplitudes of the doorway states inu j &, Eq. ~2.2!. When
more than one doorway state is effectively involved, ene
getic interference effects can be exhibited.

The theoretical result forP(t),37,38 Eq. ~2.4!, makes
contact with reality, being related to the experiment
observables interrogated by the time resolved ZEK
spectroscopy:22–31,48
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103, NDownloaded¬12¬Feb¬2009¬to¬132.66.152.26.¬Redistribution¬subject¬
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~1! The ZEKE spectrum is given by the dependence ofP(t)
at a constant delay timet on the photon excitation en-
ergy.

~2! The time-resolved total population probability corre
sponds to the delay timet dependence ofP(t).

~3! Lifetimes of ZEKE Rydbergs can be inferred from th
time scales for the temporal decay and from the avera
lifetimes for the decay ofP(t).

The two complementary conditions for the validity
of Eq. ~2.4! are ~i! Energetic spread of a single Star
manifold. This is insured whenDvp.DW where
DW56Rn2(F/5.153109) is the energetic spread of the
Rydberg manifold, i.e.,DW51.331024n2 ~F/V cm21!.
Dvp50.1–1.0 cm21 is the spectral width for conven-
tional multimode lasers currently employed in thes
experiments.22–31,48This condition is obeyed for lowern val-
ues, e.g., forF50.05 V/cm n<220 ~for Dvp50.3 cm21!
and n<130 ~for Dvp50.1 cm21!. ~ii ! Overlap between
Stark manifolds. WhenDW/2.2R/n3 intermanifold overlap
prevails, being exhibited forn.80F21/5. For F50.05
V/cm this condition is realized forn.145.This intermani-
fold overlap insures the validity of Eq.~2.4! for high values
of n.

Our calculations for the autoionization dynamics of A
were performed as follows:

~1! The construction of the multichannel effective Hami
tonian ~Secs. III A and III B! for the autoionization of
the Ar via the doorway states of the2P1/2np8@3/2#1
series ~Sec. IV! and via the doorway states of the
2P1/2nd8@3/2#1 series~Appendix B!.

~2! The analysis of the dynamics in the limit of strong mix
ing, which rests on the diagonal sum rule54–57 for the
multichannel effective Hamiltonian.

~3! The diagonalization of the effective Hamiltonian fo
n5502n̄ resulting in the decay widthsg j and the
~single! doorway states amplitudesaa

( j ). The upper limit
n¯of n was constrained by the onset of field-induce
ionization59 ~in the background fieldF!, which is given
by (IP2h̄F1/2), with47 h̄56 cm21 ~V/cm!21/2. Neglect-
ing negligible tunneling effects in field ionization,47 the
upper limit of n is n̄5(R/h̄F1/2), being n̄5240 for
F50.1 V/cm, n̄5280 forF50.05 V/cm andn̄5350
for F50.02 V/cm.

~4! The calculation ofP(t), Eq. ~2.4!.

III. THE DYNAMICS OF Ar AUTOIONIZATION

A. Input data

The construction of the effective Hamiltonian, Eq.~2.1!
for the autoionization of Ar requires experimental informa
tion on the quantum defects and the decay widths parame
of the doorway and the other escape states, which corresp
to the (l50–3) ns8, np8, nd8, andn f8 manifolds. For the
inactive$uL&% ( l>4) Rydbergsd(L)50 andG0(L)50. On
the basis of the detailed exploration by Wang and Knight6 of
thed andG0 parameters for the autoionizing states of the X
and theG0 data of Berkowitz60,61 and of Wuet al.62 for the
nd8[3/2]1 states of the heavier rare gases, we infer that
o. 11, 15 September 1995to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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4435M. Bixon and J. Jortner: Rydberg states of Ar
the relevant states of Ar:~i! The quantum defects are esse
tially determined byl , being only weakly dependent onK
and J; ~ii ! The decay width constants for th
2P1/2ns8@1/2#0 and for the2P1/2ns8@1/2#1 states do not
strongly depend onK andJ; ~iii ! The decay width constant
for the2P1/2nd8@K#J states strongly depend onK andJ; ~iv!
The G0(nd8[3/2]1) width parameters of Ar and Xe diffe
only by a numerical factor of;0.89. The available experi
mental data for the quantum defects of Ar are taken from
works of Yoshino,63 Radler and Berkowitz,60,61 and Klar
et al.64 and from the present work~Table I!. The available
experimental data for theG0 are taken from Klaret al.,64

Radler and Berkowitz,60,61Wu et al.,62 and from the presen
work ~Table I!. In the absence of information, we have a
sumed that thed andG0 parameters for thenp8[1/2]0,1 and
np8[3/2]2 are identical to those for

2P1/2np8@3/2#1 . Thed
parameters for the2P1/2nd8@3/2#2 and the 2P1/2nd8@5/
2]2,3 states were taken to be identical to those
2P1/2nd8@3/2#1 @point ~i!#. The G0 parameters for thend8
J52 and J53 states of Ar were inferred on the basis
point ~iv! from the experimentalG0 data for Xe,

6 which were
scaled by the numerical factor of 0.89. The quantum de
for the 2P1/2n f8@5/2#2 series was taken from absorptio
~quadrupole! spectroscopy,63 while G0, which is expected to
be small for these weakly penetrating orbitals, was roug
estimated from the Rydberg spectroscopy of NO15,16 to be
G0( f 8)&100 cm21. In Table I we summarize the input da
for handling the autoionization dynamics of Ar.

B. Stark coupling

The selection rules for the Stark Hamiltonia
HSTARK5eFz are identical to those for dipole transition
The selection rules in thej l coupling scheme are

DM50, DS50, D j50,

TABLE I. Quantum defectsd and decay width constantsG0 for the autoion-
izing Rydberg series of Ar.

Rydberg series d G0 ~cm21!

2P1/2ns8[1/2]1 2.15a 510a
2P1/2ns8[1/2]0 2.14a 790a
2P1/2np8[3/2]1 1.68b 2100b
2P1/2np8[1/2]0 ~1.68!c ~2100!c
2P1/2np8[1/2]1 ~1.68!c ~2100!c
2P1/2np8[3/2]2 ~1.68!c ~2100!c
2P1/2nd8[3/2]1 0.18d,a 31 000f
2P1/2nd8[3/2]2 ~0.18!e ~10 000!g
2P1/2nd8[5/2]2 ~0.18!e ~4000!g
2P1/2nd8[5/2]3 ~0.18!e ~5000!g
2P1/2n f8[5/2]2 0.014d ~100!h

aD. Klar, K. Harth, J. Ganz, T. Kraft, M.-W. Ruf, H. Hotop, V. Tsemekhma
K. Tsemekhman, and M. Ya. Amusia, Z. Phys. D.23, 101 ~1992!.
bA. Mühlpfordt and U. Even, J. Chem. Phys.103, 4427~1995!.
cTaken to be identical to thed andG0 data for2P1/2np8@3/2#1 .
dK. Yoshino, J. Opt. Soc. Am.60, 1220~1970!.
eTaken to be identical to thed data for2P1/2nd8@3/2#1 .
fJian Z. Wu, S. B. Whitfield, C. D. Caldwell, M. O. Krause, P. van d
Meulen, and A. Fahlman, Phys. Rev. A42, 1350~1990!.
gBased on the data for Xe@Liang-guo Wang and R. D. Knight, Phys. Rev.
34, 3902~1986!# with a correcting factor of 31/35.
hRough estimate based on NO data~Ref. 16!.
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DJ50,71 for uM u51 and DJ571 for M50,
~3.1!

DK50,71, D l571.

Introducing the effective principal quantum numbern, the
standard angular momentum algebra leads to the followin
matrix elements for the Stark coupling:5,8

^~n l j !KsJMuzu~n8l 8 j !K8sJ8M &

5~21!J1J81K1K81 l1 j1s2M,

@~2J11!~2J811!~2K11!~2K811!#1/2S J 1 J8

2M 0 M D
3H K J s

J8 K8 1J H l K j

K8 l 8 1J ^n l ir in8l 8& ~3.2!

with

^n l ir in8l 8&5H 2Al11^n l ur un8l11&, l 85 l11

Al ^n l ur un8l21&, l 85 l21
~3.3!

For a given value of the principal quantum numbern one has
a manifold of states of dimension 4n22, which is mixed by
the coupling. In the special caseM50, due to the restricted
selection ruleDJ571 (DJÞ0), the manifold of states de-
composes into two noninteracting submanifolds:J5 l and
J5 l71.

The radial matrix elements in Eq.~3.3! are evaluated for
different quantum defects@which give l dependent effective
principal quantum numbern5n2d( l 8)#, using the formula
of Edmondset al.65

^n l ur un8l 8&5F32 nc
2S 12S l cnc

D 2D 1/2G (
m50

3

gmgm~Dn!,

~3.4!

where

l c5max~ l ,l 8!, nc5
2nn8

~n1n8!
, D l5~ l2 l 8!,

~3.4a!

g5D l S l cnc
D , Dn5n2n8.

The functionsgm(Dn) were tabulated by Edmondset al.65

The selection rules, Eq.~3.1!, together with the experi-
mental input information~Table I! and the matrix elements
~3.2!–~3.4!, enable the construction of the multichannel ef-
fective Hamiltonian. A single Rydberg manifold employed in
our calculations~which will be referred to as a singlen
manifold!, will be chosen to contain a set of zero-order state
with the closestn values. Such a singlen manifold will be
characterized as follows:~1! Thenl hydrogenic states for the
$uL&% submanifold. ~2! The n l (n5n2[(2d( l ))~mod1!
2d( l )~mod1!#! doorway and escape states for which
d( l )Þ0. These latter states correspond to the principal quan
tum numbern95n1d( l )2d( l )mod1.

Armed with these results we proceed to explore the auto
ionization dynamics of the2P1/2np8@3/2#1 Rydberg states,
which were studied by Mu¨hlpfordt and Even.48 The theoreti-
cal treatment of the autoionization of the2P1/2ns8@1/2#1

,

r
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4436 M. Bixon and J. Jortner: Rydberg states of Ar
and 2P1/2nd8@3/2#1 manifolds one-photon excitated from
the 1S03p

6 ground state, which were experimentally studie
by Merkt,31 will be presented in Appendix B.

IV. AUTOIONIZATION DYNAMICS FOR THE RYDBERG
MANIFOLDS EXCITED VIA THE 2P1/2np 8@3/2#1
DOORWAY STATE

A. Doorway state, other escape states and the
inactive manifold

We shall focus on the dynamics of high Rydberg stat
which are one-photon excited from the metastab
2P3/24s@3/2#2 state.48 The selection rules dictate excit
ations to the following fournp8 and n f8 series:61,66,67
2P1/2np8@3/2#1 ,

2P1/2np8@1/2#1 ,
2P1/2n f8@5/2#3 , and

2P1/2n f8@7/2#3 . In the experimental spectrum of Even an
Mühlpfordt, the two 2P1/2np8@3/2#1 and 2P1/2n f8@5/2#3
series are exhibited,48 with similar amplitudes~i.e., the low-
resolution amplitudes of thenp8 series are lower by a nu-
merical factor of;2 than those for then f8 series!. However,
the resonance widths are considerably different. While
e

a

i
ip

.
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thenp8 series the resonance widths are largeG0(p8)52100
cm21,48 the decay width parametersG0( f 8) of the weakly
penetratingn f8 series are small, i.e.,G0( f 8)&100 cm21

~Table I!. Accordingly, the oscillator strength for the excita
tion of a n f8 state is lower by more than 1-order-of
magnitude than for thenp8 state with the samen, whereupon
the overwhelming largest transition probability is to th
2P1/2np8@3/2#1 series. For a givenn manifold, the
2P1/2np8@3/2#1 state constitutes the doorway state, as w
as one of the escape states. The other relevant pure~low l !
escape states are those states withl<3, which are coupled
directly, or indirectly to the doorway state.

B. The effective Hamiltonian

The doorway state2P1/2np8@3/2#1 corresponds to a
triplet manifold and we shall take itsM50 component. The
effective Hamiltonian matrix for this system couples th
2n21 atomic states for whichJ5 l andK5 l61/2. Itssche-
matic structure is represented in the form
s8@1/2#0 ' ' 0 0 0 0 0

' p8@1/2#1 0 ' 0 0 0 0

' 0 p8@3/2#1 ' ' 0 0 0

0 ' ' d8@3/2#2 0 ' 0 0 ••• .

0 0 ' 0 d8@5/2#2 ' ' 0

0 0 0 ' ' f 8@5/2#3 0 '

0 0 0 0 ' 0 f 8@7/2#3 '

0 0 0 0 0 ' ' g8@7/2#4

A � ~4.1!
The diagonal elements in Eq.~4.1! are designated by th
corresponding atomic terms~in the j l coupling scheme!. The
selection rules, Eq.~3.1!, determine the nonzero off-diagon
elements, which are represented by' in Eq. ~4.1!. The diag-
onal and nonzero off-diagonal elements of the effect
Hamiltonian are obtained by using the following prescr
tions:

~1! Each of the first seven diagonal elements, which rep
sent the doorway and escape states, is given
2R/n22( i /2)G0( lKJ)/n

3 with n5n2[(2d( l )mod1
2(d( l ))mod1#.

~2! All the other diagonal matrix elements, which represe
the $uL&% submanifold, are given by2R/n2.

~3! Each off diagonal element is given by Eqs.~3.2! and
~3.3!, which will be now expressed in an explicit form

For theM50 (J5 l ) manifold the Stark couplings betweenl
and l11 (DS5DM5D j50) are given by Eqs.~3.2! and
~3.3! and have the forms:

For K5 l21/2, J5 l $DK5DJ5D l51%:
l

ve
-

re-
by

nt

^J,K,l uzuJ11,K11,l11&5
@ l ~ l11!#1/2

2l11
^n l ur un8l11&,

~4.2a!

for K5 l11/2, J5 l $DK50, DJ5D l51%:

^J,K,l uzuJ11,K,l11&5
1

~2l11!~2l13!
^n l ur un8l11&,

~4.2b!

and forK5 l11/2, J5 l $DK5DJ5D l51):

^J,K,l uzuJ11,K11,l11&5F ~ l11!

2~2l13!G
1/2

^n l ur un8l11&.

~4.2c!

The radial matrix elements in Eq.~4.2! for large values ofn
and for finite quantum defects are obtained from Eqs.~3.4!
and ~3.4a! in the form65

^n l ur un8~ l11!&53/2nc
2a0@12~ l11!2/nc

2#1/2$g0~Dn!

1@~ l11!/nc#g1~Dn!1•••%. ~4.3!
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4437M. Bixon and J. Jortner: Rydberg states of Ar
The effective Hamiltonian is constructed using prescriptio
~1!–~3! and the data of Table I, together with Eqs.~4.2! and
~4.3!. Heff contains the entire contributions ofH0 andHSTARK
and the diagonal terms of the decay matrix (i /2)G in Eq.
~2.1!. This effective Hamiltonian with the diagonal deca
matrix neglects some possible coherent effects in the de
These originate from the contribution of off-diagonal el
ments ofG, which are subjected to angular momentum co
servation. We shall show in Sec. VII E that the contributio
of these off-diagonal matrix elements toP(t) is small. We
shall now apply the effective Hamiltonian formalism for th
autoionization dynamics of the2P1/2nl8 manifolds populated
via the 2P1/2np8@3/2#1 (M50) doorway state. We shal
start with the limit of strong mixing, where the application o
the diagonal sum rule for the effective Hamiltonian is suf
cient to provide semiquantitative information on the dynam
ics and then proceed to the full diagonalization of the effe
tive Hamiltonian.

C. Strong mixing

According to Eq.~4.1! we are concerned with the on
doorway ~and escape! state 2P1/2np8@3/2#1 and with six
pure escape states for each value ofn. A cursory examination
of the structure ofHeff for the problem, together with the dat
of Table I, reveals that the decay is dominated by the do
way ~and escape! np8[3/2]1 state, together with the three
np8[1/2]1 , nd8[3/2]2 and nd8[5/2]2 pure escape states
which are characterized by the largest values of the de
widths. We have to focus on the effective field induced m
ing of thesenp8 andnd8 states with the inactive manifold
The condition for the onset of effective mixing of annl8
Rydberg @with a quantum defectd( l 8)# with the inactive
$uL&% manifold and with othernl9 states@which are charac-
terized by d( l 9)~mod1!,d( l 8)~mod1!# is specified by the
condition

F̄~n,l 8!*0.5–1, ~4.4!

where the homogeneous electric field in reduced units is

F̄~n,l 8!5~F/V cm21!n5/3.43109@d~ l 8!~mod1!#.
~4.5!

In Fig. 2 we present convenient plots ofF̄(n,l 8) vs n for the

FIG. 2. Then dependence of the reduced electric fieldF̄(n,l 8) for l 851
and 2 for several strengths of the electric field (F) marked on the figure. The
horizontal line (F̄51) denotes the onset of effective mixing. The inse
shows then values for which effective mixing sets in for different values o
F ~marked on the figure!.
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relevantnd8 and np8 series. Asd(p8)~mod1!.d(d8), the
condition ~4.4! for effective mixing is determined by
F̄(n,p8)*1. Thenp8 doorway and escape states exhibit the
onsets of effective mixing with the inactive$uL&% manifold
and with the othernd8 escape states (F̄(p8).1) in the range
n5140–195 for reasonable values of the weak stray fie
F50.1–0.02V/cm ~see insert to Fig. 2!.

Strong mixing of the doorway, escape and inactive state
is realized whenF̄(n,l 8)@1. Our numerical calculations
show that for the Ar autoionization dynamics strong mixing
is realized with

F̄~n,p8!*3. ~4.6!

We can now utilize the diagonal sum rule54–56 for the
condition of strong mixing, Eq.~4.6!. The diagonal sum rule
for the effective Hamiltonian, Eq.~4.1!, is

(
j51

2n21

g j5 (
~ lKJ !

G0~ lKJ !/„n2d~ l !…3, ~4.7!

where the sum on the RHS of Eq.~4.7! is taken over all the
contributing doorway and escape states. In the limit of larg
n we can set

(
j51

2n

g j5G0
T/n3, ~4.8!

where

G0
T5 (

~ lKJ !
G0~ lKJ !. ~4.9!

We note in passing that relations~4.7!–~4.9! are valid for all
field strengths. In the limit of strong mixing democratic ad
mixture of the decay widths of the doorway and escape stat
is exhibited among all theu j & eigenstates. The average deca
width ^g(n)& of each mixed state within a singlen manifold
is ^g(n)&5(2n)21( jg j . Accordingly,^g(n)&.G0

T/2n4 and
the average decay lifetimêtSM(n)& 5\/^g(n)& for strong
mixing ~SM! is given by

^tSM~n!&.2n4\/G0
T . ~4.10!

The approximation~4.10! is expected to be valid forn andF
values, which satisfy the conditionF̄(n,l 851)*3. In this
strong mixing domain the population probability is approxi-
mately given by

PSM~ t !.exp„2t/^tSM~n!&…. ~4.11!

From Eq. ~4.9! and the data in Table I we obtain
G0
T519 100 cm21. Making use of Eq.~4.7! we present in

Fig. 3 then dependence of̂tSM(n)& in the strong mixing
limit. We have also marked in Fig. 3 the onsets of the stron
mixing limit for F50.02–0.1 V/cm. The approximaten
dependence ofPSM(t) for a fixed t vs n, which represents
the ZEKE spectra fort5200 ns andt5400 ns, are also
presented in Fig. 3.

Equations~4.10! and~4.11! provide a useful approxima-
tion for the ZEKE Rydberg dynamics for strong mixing.
Nevertheless, these results are approximate and of somew
limited applicability [F̄(n,p8).3]. The decay lifetimes
even in the strong mixing limit are not strictly exponential

t
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4438 M. Bixon and J. Jortner: Rydberg states of Ar
More important, for weaker fields, i.e.,F̄(n,p8),1 a hierar-
chy of two time scales38 is exhibited for the lifetimes, mani-
festing the failure of Eqs.~4.10! and~4.11!. Thus, in the low
range ofF values, for relatively lown.100 and for short
times, the theory has to be extended by the diagonalizatio
the effective Hamiltonian, Eq.~4.1!

D. Calculations

We have diagonalized the multichannel effective Ham
tonian with the2P1/2np8@3/2#1 (M50) doorway state for
singlen manifolds using the input information of Secs. IV A
IV B and Table I. The calculations were performed fo
n580–280 and forF50.02–1.0 V/cm. The following nu-
merical data were obtained:~i! the energiesEj of the $u j &%
states ~Sec. II!, ~ii ! the decay widthsg j and lifetimes
t j5\/g j of the $u j &% states and~iii ! the mixing coefficients
uaa

( j )u2 of the ~single! doorway statea[np8[3/2]1 within all
the u j & states. From these data we have constructed the
time spectra~t j vs Ej !, the accessibility spectra~uaa

( j )u2 vs
Ej ! and the lifetime-accessibility maps~uaa

( j )u2 vs t j !.
Typical results for the lifetime spectra and the acces

bility spectra for then5150 manifold at several electric
fields are presented in Fig. 4. Both the lifetime and the a
cessibility spectra reveal two branches, which manifest
structure of the coupling within the (2n21) dimensional
effective Hamiltonian. The coupling between the two su
manifoldsK5 l21/2 andK5 l11/2 is weak, as compared
to the intrasubmanifold coupling. For low values ofF50.02

FIG. 3. Then dependence of the lifetimêtSM(n)& in the strong mixing
limit, Eq. ~4.10!, for n5100–280 (2P1/2np8[3/2]1 doorway state!. The
points ~n, s, andL! represent the numerical results for the~averaged!
decay lifetimes for the decay ofP(t) in the ranget5200–1000 ns,which
were obtained from the diagonalization of the multichannel effective Ham
tonian ~for F50.1, 0.05, and 0.02 V/cm!. The perpendicular arrows mark
the onsets of the strong mixing for different values ofn ~marked on the
arrows!. The insert shows then dependence of the total population prob
ability in the strong mixing limit fort5200 ns andt5400 ns.
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V/cm, which correspond to the onset of the effective mixing
of the doorway statep8[3/2]1 and the escape statep8[1/2]1
„i.e., F̄(150,p8!51.5…, the mixing of the d8[3/2]2 and
d8[5/2]2 escape states is large~Fig. 2!. The lifetime spectra
@Fig. 4~a!# show two short lifetimes at 0.0268 cm21

(uaa
( j )u250.5) and at Ej50.0215 cm21 (uaa

( j )u250.1),
which exhibit thep8 doorway state and thep8 escape state,
respectively. In the lower energy domain of Fig. 4~a!, where
the mixing of thed8 escape states is already extensive, th
minimum of t j'100 ns atEj520.013 cm21 reflects a
residue of thesed8 states. Increasing the electric field to
F50.1 V/cm @Fig. 4~b!#, the np8 mixing becomes strong
@i.e., F̄(150,p8)57.5#, with each of the two branches ex-
hibiting three peaks which correspond~in the order of de-
creasing energy! to the two doorway and pure escapep8, the
escapes8 and the two escapend8 states. The lifetimes in the
range of large amplitudes@Fig. 4~b!# start converging to-
wards the average value of^tSM~150!&5270 ns, Eq.~4.10!.
The lifetime-accessibility maps~Fig. 5! for F50.02 V/cm
¯ ¯

il-

-

FIG. 4. The lifetime and accessibility spectra for then5150 Rydberg mani-
fold of Ar ( 2P1/2np8[3/2]1 doorway state!. ~j! t j vsEj and~s! uaa

( j )u2 vs
Ej . ~a! F50.02 V/cm „F̄(150,p8!51.5…. Note the two short~t j525 ns!
lifetimes with the large amplitudes~uaa

( j )u250.5 and 0.1!, which correspond
just above the onset of effective mixing.~b! F50.1 V/cm „F̄(150,p)
57.6…. Strong mixing.
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4439M. Bixon and J. Jortner: Rydberg states of Ar
demonstrate the transition from the onset of mixing@Eq.
~4.4!# to the situation of strong mixing, Eq.~4.6!. For
F50.02V/cm, @Fig. 5~a!#, the lifetime-accessibility map for
weak p8 mixing is characterized by~I! a short lifetime of
tSHORT525 ns ~with a large amplitude ofuaa

( j )u250.6!,
which is close to, but longer than, the lifetime [t
5G0(p8)/n3] t520 ns of the (150p8[3/2]1) doorway state
~Tables I and II! a very broad distribution of long lifetimes in
the range 75–2000 ns with amplitudesuaa

( j )u2

50.048–0.005. The exhibition of two distinct time range
@ranges~I! and ~II !# for the decay, together with a broa
distribution of long lifetimes, is characteristic of the wea
coupling situation. The physical situation drastically diffe
for F50.1 V/cm (F̄(150,p8)57.5) @Fig. 5~b!#, where
strong p8 ~and d8! mixing is exhibited. The lifetime-
accessibility map for strong mixing@Fig. 5~b!# reveals a nar-
row distribution, which peaks around the average value,
~4.10!, ^tSM~150!&5280 ns, as appropriate for the limit o
strong mixing. It is important to notice that even in this lim
iting case there exist low-amplitude states with much long
lifetimes.

FIG. 5. Lifetime-accessibility maps forn5150 Rydberg manifold of Ar
~2P1/2np8[3/2]1 doorway state!. ~a! F50.02V/cm. ~b! F50.1 V/cm. The
value of the strong mixing lifetimêtSM(n)& is marked by an arrow.
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In Fig. 6 we portray the calculated time evolution of the
populationP(t) for F50.02, 0.05, and 0.1 V/cm over a
range ofn valuesn5100–250. Thetime resolved decay
curves at fixedF ~Fig. 6! reveal a transition from a bimodal
decay at lowern to long-time nonexponential decay at higher
n, exhibiting the two coupling ranges:

Range~A!. The range of the onset of effective coupling
of the np8 doorway and escape states, i.e.,
0.7<F̄(n,p8)<2. @In this range thend8 escape states are
quite effectively mixed, i.e., 1<F(n, d8)<4.# In this range
~Fig. 6! we observe:

~A1! Two distinct time scales for the decay.
~A2! A short lifetime in the range of;20–100 ns. These

short decay times represent the residues of thenp8 doorway
state@Figs. 4~a! and 5~a!#.

~A3! A broad distribution of very long decay times,
which corresponds to the ineffective mixing of thenp8 door-
way and escape states~and of thend8 states! into the inac-
tive $uL&% manifold. The average valuêtLONG(n)& of the
long lifetimes for a given value ofn is expected to be con-
siderably longer than the average value^tSM(n)&, Eq. ~4.10!,
for strong democratic mixing at this value ofn, i.e.,
^tLONG(n)&.^t(n)& for F̄(n,p8)<2. In this range we may
set^tLONG(n)5h(n)^tSM(n)&, whereh(n).1 ~.2–5! is an
~n dependent! numerical factor.

~A4! ^tLONG& decreases with increasingn, reflecting
more effective mixing.

Range~B!. The strong mixing domain, i.e.,F̄(n,p8)>3.
In this domain of sufficiently highn, the two distinct time
scales of range~A! collapse into a single long lifetime dis-
tribution, which exhibits~Fig. 6!

~B1! A multiexponential slow decay with an average
value ^t&.

~B2! That the average lifetimeŝt& are well represented
by the strong mixing lifetimeŝtSM(n)&, Eq. ~4.10!.

Figure 7 presents the average lifetimes^tLONG& @range
~A!#, and ^t& @range~B!# calculated from the time domain
t5200–1000 ns. Wealso include in Fig. 7 the values of
P(t) at t5600 ns, which are important to assess the exper
mental feasibility of the observation of these long lifetimes
For range~A! of the onset of effective coupling these aver-
age lifetimes represent the average^tLONG& of the long decay

TABLE II. Decay lifetimes for the strong mixing limit for Ar autoionization
via the2P1/2nd8@3/2#1 doorway state.

n F̄(n,d8)a ^tSM(n)& ~ns!b

60 0.13 3.5
70 0.28 6.5
80 0.55 11
90 1.0 18
100 1.7 27
112 3.0 42
130 6.3 77
150 13 131
200 54 417
240 95 866

aFor F50.1 V/cm.
bEquation~4.10!.
o. 11, 15 September 1995¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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4440 M. Bixon and J. Jortner: Rydberg states of Ar
component, which decrease with increasingn. In this lower
n range~A! the amplitudes of the long-time component o
P(t) @marked byP(t5600 ns! in Fig. 7# are rather low, i.e.,
P(t5600 ns!<0.1, providing an experimental challeng
from the observation of these very long lifetimes. For rang
~B! of strong mixing the lifetimes are nearly independent

FIG. 6. The time-resolved total population ofn5100–280 Rydbergs of Ar
~2P1/2np8[3/2]1 doorway state! with the n values marked on curves at
different electric field.~a! F50.02 V/cm. ~b! F50.05 V/cm. ~c! F50.1
V/cm.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103, NoDownloaded¬12¬Feb¬2009¬to¬132.66.152.26.¬Redistribution¬subject¬
e
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F @see Fig. 7 where we have marked the onset of stro
mixing F̄(n,p8)53#. As is evident from Fig. 3, the lifetimes
in range~B!, which are obtained from our numerical calcu
lations of P(t), are well represented by the simple stron
mixing result, Eq.~4.10!.

Complementary information is obtained from the calcu
lated ZEKE spectra, i.e., theP(t) values at fixedt vsn or vs
the energyE ~defined relative to IP50!. In Fig. 8 we present
the calculated ZEKE spectra for several delay times~t560,
200, and 400 ns! at several values ofF. At short delay times
~t560 ns! a sharp rise ofP(t) vs n is exhibited marking the
transition from range A~i.e., the long-time low-amplitude
component of range A! to range B, with increasingn. For
longer delay times~t5200, 400 ns! the increase ofP(t)
spectra with increasingn is more gradual than for the shor
delays. For lowern values (n5100–150) amarked depen-
dence of the spectra on the electric field strength~F50.02–
0.1 V/cm! is exhibited with the spectrum moving toward
lower n values and rising more gradually with increasingF.
These effects manifest the movement of the onsets for eff
tive mixing and for strong mixing towards lowern values
with increasingF. For larger values ofn ~.150! the spectra

FIG. 7. Then dependence of the average long lifetimes^tLONG(n)& for
range ~A! and ^t(n)& for range ~B! ~dotted lines! and of the population
probability atT5600 ns~solid lines! for thenp8[3/2]1 doorway state.~a!
F50.02 V/cm. ~b! F50.1 V/cm.
. 11, 15 September 1995to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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4441M. Bixon and J. Jortner: Rydberg states of Ar
are practically independent of the electric field strength@Fig.
8~b!#, reaching the strong mixing region.

The electric field dependence of the temporal populati
P(t) vs t for a fixed value ofn provides a complementary
insight into the transition from range A to range B with in
creasing F ~Fig. 9!. For low field F50.02 V/cm
[ F̄(150,p8)51.5] P(t) is characterized by two distinct
time scales, with a very long decay component^tLONG&.830
ns, which reflects effective, but weak mixing. With increas
ing F to 0.05 V/cm (F̄53.8), thestrong mixing situation is
realized with a single multiexponential decay component.
course, the field-induced spectra@i.e., P(t) for fixed t andn
vsF# will exhibit either an increase~at shortert,600 ns! or
a decrease~at t.600 ns! with increasingF. The electric
field dependence of the average lifetimes, i.e.,^tLONG& for
F50.02V/cm and^t& for other values ofF in Fig. 9 reflects
the shortening of the long lifetime with enhanced mixing. I
the rangeF>0.05 V/cm ^t& is weakly field dependent, con-
verging to the valuêtSM~150!&5280 ns, Eq.~4.10! ~see in-
sert to Fig. 9!, as appropriate for the strong mixing limit.

E. A comment on coherence effects

In our calculations we have used the effective Ham
tonian with the diagonal decay matrix, neglecting the cont

FIG. 8. The calculated ZEKE spectra~2P1/2np8[3/2]1 doorway state! ~P(t)
at fixed t vs n!. ~a! Delay time dependencet560, 200, and 400 ns at
F50.05V/cm. ~b! Field dependence at fixedt560 ns,F50.02,0.05, and
0.1 V/cm.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103, NDownloaded¬12¬Feb¬2009¬to¬132.66.152.26.¬Redistribution¬subject¬
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bution of off-diagonal elements ofG. The nonvanishing off-
diagonal matrix elements ofG are subjected to angular
momentum conservation. Thus finite off-diagonal terms wi
appear between pairs ofl 8[K] J (K5 l 861/2) states with the
same value ofl 8(3< l 8<1). Nothing is known about these
off-diagonal matrix elements ofG, so we make an intelligent
guess for the upper limit of~the absolute values of! such
elements expressed in terms of the diagonal elements, i
G( l 8@ l 811/2#J , l 8@ l 821/2#J)' @G( l 8@ l 811/2#J)G( l 8@ l 8
21/2#J)#

1/2. In this heuristic description the dominating off-
diagonal matrix element connects thend8[3/2]1 and
nd8[5/2]2 states, and its value was taken~Table I! as
6000/n3 cm21. Numerical calculations using the off-
diagonal effective Hamiltonian revealed that the effect o
these off-diagonal matrix elements is minor, e.g., forn5150
and 200 atF50.05V/cm the change inP(t) is smaller than
5% for all values oft. This very weak coherence effect on
the dynamics can be readily rationalized in terms of the d
agonal sum rule, Eq.~4.7!, in the strong mixing situation, Eq.
~4.10!. In the strong mixing limit the~average! decay times
are independent of the off-diagonal elements ofG.

V. THEORY, EXPERIMENT, AND PERSPECTIVES

The predictions emerging from our theoretical analys
for the autoionization dynamics via thenp8[3/2]1 doorway
states are

~1! The identification of the onset of effective mixing and o
range~A! (0.7<F̄(n,p8)<1.5).

~2! The characterization of range~B! for strong mixing, i.e.,
F̄(n,p8)>3.

~3! The characterization of a hierarchy of two time scales fo
the decay in range~A!.

~4! The prediction of a fast decay component in range~A!,
which manifests a residue of thenp8 doorway state.

FIG. 9. Electric field dependence of ln[P(t)] vs t for n5150. F50.02,
0.05, and 0.1 V/cm~marked on the curves! for the2P1/2np8@3/2#1 doorway
state. The insert shows the dependence of the long lifetimes onF, with the
arrow marking the limit of strong mixing given bŷtSM(n)&, Eq. ~4.10!.
o. 11, 15 September 1995to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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4442 M. Bixon and J. Jortner: Rydberg states of Ar
~5! The prediction of a distribution of very long lifetimes
with an average value of̂tLONG& in range~A!. ^tLONG&
~for a fixedn manifold! exceeds~by a numerical factor
of 2–5! the strong mixing diluted valuêt(n)&, Eq.
~4.10!. ^tLONG& decreases with increasingn ~at fixedF!
and with increasingF ~at fixed n! manifesting the en-
hancement of mixing.

~6! The average lifetimeŝt(n)& in range~B!, which origi-
nate from a democratic dilution of all the doorway an
escape states, can be well accounted for by a sim
analytic result, Eq.~4.10!.

~7! In range~B!, ^t(n)&}n4, increasing fast with increasing
n. TheF dependence of̂t(n)& ~at fixedn! is very weak.

We shall confront our theoretical data for the ZEK
spectra and lifetimes~at fixedF! with the experimental re-
sults of Mühlpfordt and Even.48 The main features for the
theoretical ZEKE spectra~Fig. 10! are~i! The increase of the
ZEKE signal ~P(t) at fixed t! with increasingn ~or E! at
fixedF, manifesting a transition from range~A! ~at lowern!
to range~B! ~at highn!. ~ii ! The appearance of low energ
tails in range~A!, which are more pronounced at higherF.
~iii ! For the relevantF values range~A! spans a rather broad
n ~andE! domain, which has to be handled by our comple
treatment.~iv! The F independent increase of the spectru
for large n marks the attainment of range~B!. The experi-
mental spectral data~at the delay timet5200 andF.0.1
V/cm! reproduced in Fig. 10 from the work of Mu¨hlpfordt
and Even48 exhibit a gradual increase, with an indication of
low energy tail. Reasonable agreement is found between
theoretical results and the experimental data for the ZE
spectra48 for F50.1–0.05V/cm ~Fig. 10!.

The main features of the theoretical lifetime data~Fig.
11! which are relevant for the analysis of the experimen
data~at fixedF! are~i! In range~A! ^tLONG(n)& considerably
exceeds~see point ~5! above! the strong mixing value
^tSM(n)&, Eq. ~4.10!. ~ii ! In range~A! ^tLONG(n)& decreases
with increasingn. ~iii ! In range~B! ^t(n)& increases with

FIG. 10. Confrontation between the theoretical ZEKE spectra and the
perimental results of Mu¨hlpfordt and Even~Ref. 48! ~2P1/2np8[3/2]1 door-
way state!. The solid lines show the calculated ZEKE spectra for delay tim
t5200 ns at electric fields ofF50.02,0.05, and 0.1 V/cm~marked on the
curves!. The open points show the experimental data~Ref. 48!.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103, NDownloaded¬12¬Feb¬2009¬to¬132.66.152.26.¬Redistribution¬subject
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increasingn ~i.e., }n4!. The experimental lifetime data
t(n),48 at n<100, arebelow experimental resolution. An
abrupt increase of the experimentalt(n) at n.120 to a
large value oft~120!5510 ns is exhibited, followed by a
gradual increase oft(n) vs n in the rangen5120–260.48

These experimental data48 are reproduced in Fig. 11. The
experimental lifetimes48 in the highn range,n5190–260,
are compatible with our theoretical results for the stron
mixing situation~Fig. 11!. For the lowern5120–150 val-
ues a large positive deviation of the experimentalt(n) data48

from the strong mixing results is exhibited~Fig. 11!. These
high values oft(n) (n5120–150) are notinconsistent
with the results of our analysis in range~A! for F50.05
V/cm ~Fig. 11!.

Our analysis of the experimental results of Mu¨hlpfordt
and Evken48 provides the following conclusions. First, we
identified the strong mixing regime where semiquantitativ
agreement between the experimental lifetime data and sp
tra and our theoretical predictions is obtained. Second, a t
tative identification of range~A! in the ZEKE spectra and
lifetimes for lower n(5150–120) values was accom-
plished. These results provide partial information pertaini
to predictions~1!, ~2!, ~5!–~7!. For the time being, predic-
tions ~3! and ~4! were not subjected to an experimental tes
as they require short-time resolved~;10 ns! ZEKE spectros-
copy, which has not yet been accomplished. From the th
retical point of view, our predictions, particularly those fo
range ~A!, require detailed experimental information o
quantum defectsd( l ), which are mostly available, and for
the width parametersG0( lKJ), which are scarce. Even for
the extensively studied Xe atom these parameters, w
known for thens8 states,64 are unknown for thenp8 states
and are known within uncertainty of630% for the nd8
states.6 Thus the theoretical hunting ground is, at presen

ex-

eFIG. 11. The confrontation between the theoreticaln dependence of the
ZEKE lifetimes and the experimental lifetimes of Mu¨hlpfordt and Even
~Ref. 48! for Ar autoionization via the2P1/2np8@3/2#1 doorway state. The
solid line represents the strong mixing result^tSM(n)&, Eq. ~4.10!. ~d! For
F50.1 V/cm and~j! for F50.05 V/cm represent the calculated averag
lifetimes @for the decay ofP(t) in the ranget5200–1000 ns# using the
multichannel effective Hamiltonian. The open points~s! with error bars
represent the experimental data~Ref. 48!.
o. 11, 15 September 1995¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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4443M. Bixon and J. Jortner: Rydberg states of Ar
limited due to lack of input information for the constructio
of the effective Hamiltonian. Regarding our numerical pr
cedure, we had diagonalized the effective Hamiltonian fo
single n manifold. Two extensions are necessary. First,
have performed our calculations for theM50 component of
the 2P1/2np8@3/2#1 triplet state. The inclusion of the
M561 components~with appropriate weights determine
by experimental excitation conditions! should be performed.
Second, this procedure, which disregards mixing betwe
adjacentn manifolds, is valid, in principle, whenF̄,1/
d( l 8)~mod1! for all the nl8 doorway and escape states. W
have shown,38 on the basis of model calculations for a sing
doorway~and escape! state, that the effects of intermanifol
mixing on the dynamics are small. Nevertheless, a deta
exploration of the dynamics of adjacentn manifolds will be
of interest.

Our theoretical treatment provides a rather complete p
ture of the electric field induced dilution of the autoioniza
tion lifetimes. The dilution occurs for both the doorway sta
and the pure escape states within the ZEKE Rydberg ma
fold. The characteristics of the dilution are quantitatively d
ferent for ^tLONG(n)& in range~A! and for ^t&.^tSM(n)& in
range~B!, as summarized by points~5! and ~6!. From the
experimental point of view, one may attempt to adopt a si
plified single channel analysis and consider a single esc
state, which also constitutes the doorway state, i.e., the
np8[3/2]1 state for the problem at hand. This approach
attractive to the experimentalist, as it involves the compa
son between the lifetimes of lowern Rydbergs obtained from
spectral line broadening and the lifetimes of ZEKE Ry
bergs, as done by Merkt and by Mu¨hlpfordt and Even for
Ar31,48 and for large molecules.28 This experimental dilution
of the lifetime of a doorway~and escape! np8 state in the
strong mixing situation isD(n)5^tSM(n)&/t(np8), where
^tSM(n)& is given by Eq.~4.10! and t(np8)5n3\/G0(p8)
with G0(p8)52100 cm21.48 The dilution factor is
D(n)52nG0(p8)/G0

T, and making use of Eq.~4.9! we infer
that

D~n!52nFG0~p8! Y(
~ lkJ!

G0~ lkJ!G . ~5.1!

This dilution factor manifests the multichannel character
the dynamics, involving the decay widths of all the esca
states. As the ratio

r5FG0~p8! Y(
~ lkJ!

G0~ lkJ!G<1 ~5.2!

~being of the order ofr;0.11 for Ar autoionization via the
np8 doorway state!, we expect thatD(n)52nr<2n. This
result constitutes a generalization of the general consid
ations advanced by Chupka,33,34 Bordaset al.,35 and Merkt
and Zare36 who proposed thatD(n)52n. We have focused
on atomic ionization, however, the universality principle fo
ZEKE Rydberg coupling and dynamics implies that Eq.~5.1!
~with an appropriate extension of the definition of the widt
parameters to include other nonradiative channels! is appli-
cable for atoms, molecules and clusters, where one exp
thatD(n)}n for the strongl mixing limit.33–35As the ratio
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103, NDownloaded¬12¬Feb¬2009¬to¬132.66.152.26.¬Redistribution¬subject¬
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of the widths parameters in Eq.~5.1! is expected to depend
on the system, one expects that the system specificity of t
dynamics will be manifested by the numerical proportional
ity factor in D(n).

Searching for universal features of Rydberg ZEKE dy
namics in atoms, molecules and clusters, we should focus
the strong mixing limit for which^tSM(n)&5j\n4/G0

T and
PSM(t).exp(2tG0

T/j\n4), where G0
T is the sum of the

widths parameters, andj a numerical constant~e.g.,j52 for
the present problem!. These simple results establish the uni
versal features of a one-parameter~i.e., (G0

T/j)! description
of the dynamics in the strong mixing limit~B!. This conclu-
sion is borne out by our detailed numerical calculations. O
the other hand, the elucidation of the Rydberg ZEKE dynam
ics in range~A! requires a full-fledged diagonalization of the
effective Hamiltonian. In this range only general qualitative
information, i.e., the hierarchy of two time scales, can b
inferred without numerical analysis. For a quantitative de
scription of the dynamics in range~A!, a detailed analysis
based on the multichannel effective Hamiltonian is required
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APPENDIX A: SPECTROSCOPIC NOTATION

The Rydberg states of the heavier rare gas atoms~Ar, Kr,
and Xe! are best characterized by thej l coupling
scheme.68–70 j is the total angular momentum of the ionic
core,l is the orbital angular momentum of the Rydberg elec
tron,K is the resultant angular momentum from the couplin
of j andl . K is weakly coupled to the electron spins to give
the total angular momentum of the atomJ. The electronic
states are labelled as2Pjnl@K#J . The two lowest electronic
states of Ar1 are 2P3/2 ~first ionization potential IP1
5127 11060.4 cm21! and2P1/2 ~second ionization potential
IP25128 541.760.3 cm21,71 and the more accurate value
IP25128 541.8 cm21.63 The first Rydberg series converging
to IP1 is2P3/2nl@K#J . The autoionizing Rydberg series con-
verging to IP2 is2P1/2nl8@K#J , with the prime onl labelling
j51/2 states. In the autoionizing series (j51/2) each value
of l ~except l50! corresponds to four different states, i.e.
K5 l61/2 andJ5K61/2.

APPENDIX B: AUTOIONIZATION DYNAMICS FOR THE
RYDBERG MANIFOLDS EXCITED VIA THE
2P1/2nd 8@3/2#1 DOORWAY STATE

We consider one-photon excitation of the Rydberg man
fold from the 1S03p

6 ground state, which was experimen-
o. 11, 15 September 1995to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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4444 M. Bixon and J. Jortner: Rydberg states of Ar
tally studied by Merkt.31 The selection rules dictate excita
tion to the two series:2P1/2ns8@1/2#1 and 2P1/2nd8@3/
2]1 . The asymptotic one-electron oscillator strengths47 for
hydrogenic orbitals for the 3p→ns excitation is 0.3n23,
while for the 3p→nd excitation it is 6.1n23, with a ratio of
oscillator strengths~at fixed n! being;20 in favor of the
u
h

f

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103, NDownloaded¬12¬Feb¬2009¬to¬132.66.152.26.¬Redistribution¬subject¬
3p→nd excitations. Thus the overwhelming transition prob-
ability is to the2P1/2nd8@3/2#1 series. For eachn manifold
the 2P1/2nd8@3/2#1 state constitutes the doorway state. The
doorway singlet state2P1/2nd8@3/2#1 (M50) interacts ac-
cording to the selection rules~4.1! with six escape states. The
multichannel effective Hamiltonian for this problem is
s8@1/2#1 ' ' 0 0 0 0

' p8@1/2#0 0 ' 0 0 0

' 0 p8@3/2#2 ' ' 0 0

0 ' ' d8@3/2#1 0 ' 0 ••• .

0 0 ' 0 d8@5/2#3 ' '

0 0 0 ' ' f 8@5/2#2 0

0 0 0 0 ' 0 f 8@7/2#4

A � ~B1!
-

o

-

-

-

The Stark couplings~denoted by'! betweenl and l11 ~for
DS5DM5D j50! are given by Eqs.~4.2! and ~4.3! and
have the following forms:

For K5 l21/2, J5 l21 $DK5DJ5D l51%:

^J,K,l uzuJ11,K11,l11&5
@ l ~ l11!#1/2

2l11
^n l ur un8l11&,

~B2!

for K5 l11/2, J5 l11 $DK50, DJ5D l51%:

^J,K,l uzuJ21,K,l11&5
1

2~ l11!2~2l13!
^n l ur un8l11&,

~B3!

and forK5 l11/2, J5 l11 $DK5DJ5D l51):

^J,K,l uzuJ11,K11,l11&

5
@~ l11!~ l12!#1/2

2l13
^n l ur un8l11&. ~B4!

The onsets of effective mixing, Eq.~4.4! and for strong
mixing, Eq. ~4.6!, are lower for thend8 states than for the
np8 series~Fig. 2!. Typical F̄(n,d8) data are summarized in
Table II. In the limit of strong mixing (F̄(n,d8).3) the
average lifetime of a ZEKEn manifold accessible via the
nd8 doorway state is given bŷtSM(n)&52n4\/G0

T, Eq.
~4.10!, with G0

T540 800 cm21 as obtained from Eq.~4.9!
and the data of Table I for the effective Hamiltonian~B1!.
The limiting decay times are summarized in Table II. N
merical calculations performed by the diagonalization of t
effective Hamiltonian forn values which correspond to
range~A! ~for a fixed value ofF! resulted in the increase o
the long time~low-amplitude! component̂ tLONG(n)& by a
numerical factor of 2–5 relative to the limiting values o
Table II, in analogy with the results for thenp8 doorway
state~Sec. V!.
-
e

f

Merkt’s time-resolved ZEKE spectroscopy31,72 ~at low
background fieldF.0.1 V/cm! for the Ar autoionizing
Rydberg manifolds excited via the2P1/2nd8@3/2#1 doorway
state, exhibits the following features:

~a! An onset of the ZEKE spectrum~at the decay time
tD5200 ns! is exhibited atn.70–75.31,72This onset
corresponds to average lifetimes72 ^t&.30–50 ns for
n.75–78.

~b! A gradual increase of the amplitude of the ZEKE spec
trum ~tD5200 ns!31,72 and of the lifetimes72 towards
higher n values is exhibited. Forn.91 the average
lifetime is ^t&.250 ns.72

~c! A broad peak in the ZEKE spectrum~tD5200 ns! oc-
curs atn.120–180.31,72

~d! A sharp drop of the ZEKE spectrum atn.180 is ex-
hibited. The amplitude of the ZEKE spectrum drops t
zero atDE53.2 cm21 below IP5128 541.8 cm21,72

i.e., atn5185. This energy shift is somewhat higher
than expected for the field-induced shift of the ioniza
tion potential, i.e., DE~calculated!51.9 cm21 (n
5240) forF50.1 V/cm.

We can now confront Merkt’s experimental results31,72

with our calculations. The experimental onset of long life
times atn570–75 @observation~a!# is in agreement with
our theory. According to theF̄(n,d8) data of Table II, the
regionn570–80 corresponds to the onset of effective mix
ing under Merkt’s experimental conditions31,72 ~F50.1
V/cm!, with F̄(n,d8)50.3–0.6,corresponding to the onset
of range~A!. For n values just above the onset of range~A!
we expect that the~average! long lifetime is

^tLONG~n!&5h~n!^tSM~n!&, ~B5!

with the parametersh(n).3–5. From Table II we then infer
that ^tLONG~70!&.20–30 ns and̂tLONG~80!&.30–60 ns, in
reasonable agreement with experimental data72 near the
threshold of range~A!. This analysis does also provide a
o. 11, 15 September 1995to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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4445M. Bixon and J. Jortner: Rydberg states of Ar
proper rationalization for the observation31,48,72that the onset
of effectivend doorway state mixing~n.70–80 atF.0.1
V/cm! is exhibited at lower values ofn than for thenp8
doorway state mixing~n.100 atF50.1 V/cm!. However,
for the dynamics of autoionization via the2P1/2nd8@3/2#1
state,31,73the agreement between theory and experiment e
here. Range~A! for effective mixing, according to Eqs.~4.4!
and~4.6!, is realized~for F50.1 V/cm! in the rangen580–
110 ~Table II!. In range~A! we expect^tLONG(n)& to de-
crease with increasingn. This prediction is in contrast with
the experimental lifetime data31,72 where the experimenta
^t(n)& increases with increasingn @point ~b!# in the range
n575–91.31,72 Furthermore, the experimental lifetimes fo
highern Rydbergs in range~A! ~point ~b! above! are consid-
erably longer than predicted on the basis of Eq.~B5! with
h(n)→1 for n→110. Forexample, forn591 we expect
~Table II! ^tLONG~90!&.50–90 ns, which is considerably
lower than the experimental estimate72 ^t~91!&.250 ns. This
considerably longer experimental lifetime than that predict
on the basis of our theory forl mixing, may be due tolml

mixing, originating from ion–Rydberg collisions, as sug
gested by Merkt31 and by Merkt and Zare.36

Another interesting effect pertains to the electric fie
reduction ofP(t) ~fixed t!, which is substantial forF51–2
V/cm.31 Our analysis forl mixing predicts a much smaller
effect at considerably lower values ofF ~.0.01–0.1 V/cm!.
Our conclusions, which consider the dynamics of a singlen
manifold, are inconsistent with the quantitative features
Merkt’s results.31 It was suggested by Merkt and Zare31,36

that this electric field effect is due to (lml) mixing between
adjacentn manifolds. We have shown38 that for a single
doorway ~and escape! state the effects of intermanifold (l )
mixing is small. A further theoretical exploration of the mu
tichannel problem with several adjacentn manifolds will be
undertaken. Of course, further experimental progress, in c
junction with further theoretical explorations, e.g., collision
effects proposed by Chupka,33,34 ( lml) mixing induced by
the electric field of ions already proposed by Merkt an
Zare,36 and (lml) mixing induced by magnetic field effects
will be of considerable interest.
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